Vehicle Flooring in DealerCenter – Overview
Adding a Floor Plan Company:
You can setup a floor plan company by adding the flooring company as a partner. These
settings will act as default information added to each new floor plan this company is associated
to. When selected as a default flooring company, the company you are setting up will be
selected on every floor plan that you open on the vehicle on the new floor plans going forward.

o

o
o

Principal Reduction: This is the percentage of principal due in each term. There
are two options available
Original Principal: This is percentage of principal due in each term based
on the original principal amount.
Remaining Principal: This is percentage of principal due in each term
based on the remaining principal.
Payment Terms: you can specify length of floor plan in days from origination and
percentage of principal due for each term.
Rate and Fees: Floor plan companies will add fees which are standard to each
floor plan. Some companies may charge a fixed interest rate for all floor plans.

o

However, if the rate is variable based on the markup of prime, interest rate can
be specified at the vehicle level.
You can specify the default fees by setting the description of the fee,
amount which can be static or percentage of principal, frequency at
which the fees can be applied which can be one time, every term
payment or due at pay off.
Changes made in the settings will affect only new floor plans. Existing floor plans
will have to be updated manually.

Adding a Floor Plan to a vehicle:
You can start by selecting a vehicle that you have entered in inventory or by adding a new
vehicle. You should be able to add a floor plan at any given time irrespective of how the vehicle
was originally purchased. You can have multiple floor plans on each inventory, but at any given
point of time you cannot have more than one active floor plan.
You can add floorplan to a vehicle by selecting Purchase Type= Flooring or by clicking on “Add
Floor Plan”. Upon the action, you will see a popup window which will allow you select flooring
company and you will also have the ability to modify the flooring pertinent information should
they differ from what your current floor plan is offering.

When a floor plan is created, amount floored is computed as Vehicle Cost + Buyer’s Fees (If
include Buyer’s Fee in Floored amount is set to true in the dealer settings.
Amount Floored cannot exceed the vehicle cost + buyer’s fee.
Overview:
After the floor plan is saved, you will see a overview section with the stats of the floor plan on
that vehicle.

1) Curtailment Amount -> Curtailment Amount Due for a Term based on % Minimum
Principal Due. It is computed based on the Amount Floored, Principal reduction type and
% Min. Principal Due

-

2)
3)
4)

5)

6)

7)
8)

Reduction Type - Remaining -> (Amount Floored – Total Curtailment Amt. for
previous terms) * (Min. principal due /100)
- Reduction Type - Original -> (Amount Floored * (Min. principal due /100))
Due Amount -> Sum of Curtailment Amount + Interest due for the term length + Total
Fees for the Term
Estimated Cost to Date -> Total Interest Paid+ Total Fees Paid + Total of Interest and
Fees Accrued till date since the last payment date.
Past Due
- Date -> Due date of the last unpaid term
- Amount -> Total amount owed for all the past unpaid terms
o Principal – Sum of all the Curtailment Amounts for past terms
o Interest – Sum of all the Interest for the past terms
o Fees – Sum of all the fees for past terms
Next Due
- Date -> Due date of the payment for the ongoing/current term
- Amount -> Amount owed for current term
o Principal – Original Curtailment Amount for current Term if no payments
were made. Or Remaining curtailment Amount if a partial payment was
made
o Interest – Interest accrued since the last payment till end of the current Term
o Fees
– Total Fees accrued for the current term if no payments were made.
Or remaining fees if there was a partial payment for fees is made.
Total Paid (Does not include future/scheduled payments)
- Principal -> Sum of all the principal payments made till date
- Interest -> Sum of all interest paid till date
- Fees -> Sum of all the fees paid till date
Amount Owed to Date (excludes future payments)
- Remaining Principal -> Remaining principal amount for the floor line
Total Accrued Cost -> Sum of Accrued Fees and Interest since last payment date, till
date.
- Accrued Interest -> Interest accrued till date, from the time last payment was made
- Accrued Fees -> Remaining fees till date, from the time last payment was made

Accrued interest amount is computed based on the Remaining principal balance and Day Basis
and is accrued at the EOD.
Fees for a Term is Accrued at the beginning of the corresponding term.

The interest is accrued for all open plans, till 7 days past maturity or 7 days past sold date,
whichever comes first.
The payments made will not impact the original Term Due Amounts shown on the Flooring
Term section. But the information in the overview section is computed based on the payments
made so far.
Payments:
You can make a payment by clicking on the “Make a Payment” button in the payments section.

Once you’ve sold the vehicle and it’s time to close the floor plan, the floor plan closing is as
simple as just adding another payment into the system with making “Pay Off” check box as
checked. If there is a balance in the principal at the time of payoff, it will be accounted as
“Credit” on the plan.
Any future payments will not be applied, until the payment date is reached.
If a payment covers the remaining principal balance, then all the terms are marked paid and the
Flooring line is automatically closed.
You would see the below overview on the flooring screen for a closed floor plan.
Actual Cost -> Total Interest Paid+ Total Fees Paid

You can also make payments by clicking on the “Take Flooring Payment” from the left
navigation menu. You can enter payments for multiple vehicles from this screen.

Once a vehicle has a closed floor plan, you can add second floor plan to the vehicle.

Reports
Floor Plan: This report provides information about the status of both open and closed floor
plans. It will also give you a quick summary of payment dues on your floor plan.
Floor Plan Payment Report: This report will provide information about history of all the
payments made on a specific floor plan.

